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A Neural Quantum in ., 
~ensbry Discrimination ', } .. . 

An all~~~no'ne step fu/ction shows-itself 
· . · . . 1 .>.-'.:d;d,d.t . t . . . . m v1sua an /au I ory expenmen s. · 

, i·;•J,:' , . .., ·:c. / ... : •. S. S. Stevens 
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, ;~,itsr th~ physiologists had dem-. thought" (2). Thereafter it became cus
ed that conduction in the sensory tomary to emphasize that the difference 

es.t~kes piace by all-or-none firings limen, so-called, reduces to a statistical 
~jynd of impulse code-the question concept, usually defined as the size of 
se whether, under the proper circum- the difference that can be correctly de

·es, we can perceive an_ all-or-none tected half the time. 
· ase or decrease in sensation. In Most experiments devoted, to the per, 
"words,.· does a smooth increase in . ception of small differences produce a 

·mulus produce finite jumps in per- scatter of judgments, a variegated or 
:PJion?.~No such ~tep functions had yet poikilitic ;~semble, which can be plotted 

· .n· reported in 1926 when Boring as percentage correct against the size 
Jothesized what he called ~ensory of the'·stlmulus difference.·· Tlie result 
ua~ta and speculated about their rela- may be called a poikilitic function (often 
'··n · to the sensory continuum. "It inappropriate:y termed a psychometric 
.-.,.Id be perfectly feasible 'experimen- function). Tbe form of the poikilitic 
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to the h~:an observer. th~' ~t~~~ti~aV~, ~ ''. ftt:.. .. 
theory of signal det. ection---:a .· ma_ the- if, l!.., 

~ •1 lf- ~ '";r. At 
· matical theory that generates useful, :- . • "i'·, t• 
models for detection problems in \a4a~., l,.'4", 

and son a:r ( 3) • The, human dete~tor •. it · . 1,,. , 

appears, does not a.chieve the perform-,,, ti .. · f Y.'; 
· ance predicted by the mathem,l!tical cpn•. \ \•{i' 1'/ .. 

ception known as the. "ideal. ob~erve1/' ,.; , ,~'{ '·!·i ·•·- 'j'··t J 3, 
Nevertheless, other feature!! of h~~-!in · .).. ,;:;~ . .,~ . 
reactions can be modeled by appropri- \fi ::._:;; ,: .. 
ate features of. the mathematical appa:: . ' -'' / . ' 
ratu~ ,.. of detectiol\.J_~ory ( 4) ;\,,The 
form'al theor(&f""signaiJdetection usual~,, 

~ •l~,(· ._,- ,, .',.. 

ly do~s ;:1:1~.~uf'le ~he e~isten_ce,: of a,;, . 

ste~w1s~:t:t~rphQI'~. •r~ny cas~, the ex
penmep~¢1;:;who deh~rately immerse!! 

·. ·· ~h~ signfin a noise insures against ther 
disco •try of a step fi.lnction;.eve1:1,.where · .. 
. thtr 1s one, . , . - , :. · ~,. ;f I r, "I1 : , , ! ·snot s~rprising, therefore,·t~at.!he i• 

1 
" ' , . 

. d~? of sensory thresho~ds voifC~: in • . ; ,,. 
1 -~t/:. ,._, . 

: the1. 9th century finds itself e:.choed. . :.. . . •.,._:l." ;' , .,.., 
ane· in the 20th century, this time by· . i.'' ;.t1 · ' " ~ 
those who ask observers· to dig sigtlll]s .l: · ,11;p/•;, • -

out of a random noise. Yet in other•; ' ,} ' •'. , , 
kinds of experiments the feasibility thai ~ ,,. 
Boring envisaged in· 1926 has' proved· 
sufficiently real to cause critical t.hresli, ·· 
old points. to emerge, sometimes m exk ... . 
periments that were designed with other·· : ,<,: 
purposes in view. · ,. ·· · · 'J · · "f 

Bekesy's Neural Model of :,. 

Fechm!r's Law 

I p ~. 

/' .. he wrote," "to determine the pres- function has often been invoked to 
. e or absence .of critical points . i ." answer the question, is there a sensory 

V; · ;- . threshold? Under most procedures used The conception that motivates a giv-
·:I! was,Jndeed feasible, as it turned to me~re ~ifference limens the answer en experiment sometimes commands less 
.,.t/but a.critical point meant that there appears ~ no. Under' the classical interest than the experimental outcome. 
}st be:ra.;difference · threshold, a step method of consfant stimuli, for exam- Thus, it matters little to us now, that . 
U~ction of some kind. Most experimen- pie, the number of correct responses Bekesy, who later won a. Nobel Prize, . 

· ei, thought they k@w b~Uer, though, · grows greater as the··s1imulus increment was attempting in 1930 to demonstrate 
r:as .early as 1884 Peirce and Jastrow . grows larger. When the percentage cor- the basis of Fechner's logarithmic law . 
• d formulated the case against critical- rect is plotted as a poikilitic ·function, of sensory intensity (5). Fechner made 
jnt. steplike thresholds by showing it typically swoops upward along an S-. two assumptions: (i) the difference that 
'at, when they tried to _dctecJ small shaped curve that may resemble the · is just noticeable is ~ constant propor- . 

ges in pressure on the skiµ, Jheir · ogive produced by a normal probability tion of the stimulus, and (ii) each just · 
ents agreed. with ·the: preclictions · integral, .. the so-called phi function of · notice·able increase produces a constant .. · 

e norJP,a~ proba~ility model. At no .. gamma. The normal ogive, of· course, · increment in sensation . 
. ; did a .dis~oil.tinuitytintrude,:itself. shows qo eviden_ce of critical p(!ints or Bekesy translated those two ideas into 

' ,,.!i§erning::tlte1,~!~~li~e _threstfufd;-·:#1e threshold si~ps.,: . f ;: .;., ' . neural,,. terms and proposed that "the 
thors concluded.,,that· ;•the· r~tentfo~'':''. )n' a currently popular procedure the . s~~ngth of a sensation such as loudness 

c.~Jltryis f~ls( ~otion •.fa.Ii ~only, confuse incremen.t. to be deteded is a brief 'sig- · depends on the number of cells excited. 
·~.' . \;. / · ·; .,;:. · ··.. . · naladtled to an on-going random ilciise, "Each time an :addition~l ·celt:is 1stimu
··,1t~il" aui

h
or .

19
_,Professor ,<>.f P!iycho_phy~lcs at and' in' th~f citcumsfance as we might lated,·~· he wrote,' l,_there i's an m'. crease • , • _ lrd University 'i, where he , has .·also held re- ;, . . · · ' 
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, ~"'~o;~~ni~;;n·,,, .. '.. .· .. ·•., ,.·.· ' .· ,-~ .. ,queft st~a,~egy in such st~dies:i~ to.iipply cells are very much alike," he con-, .. i~' i,, 
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f~ction, n~- the linear function ~ ·ex' .. 
pected. Perhaps, Bekesy reasoned, · the . 
time interval between the standard and, 
the comparison tone opened the ·g ' 

tinued, ;.,it seems anatomically plausible 

that · the excitation· of each new cell 

entails the ~ame sensation increase, re

gardless of how many cells are already 

active. In this neural conception, then, 

both of the Fechnerian Jaws [the two 

assumptions] are contained" {5, p. 331). 

to ex~ite the S 1st cell. If at that point · 

we add. a stimulus increment, it will 
combine with the excess and may pos
sibly excite the S-lst cell. How large 

must the increment be in order to ex.cite 

· an additional cell? That depends, of 

course, on how much surplus stimulus 
is left over. So the question becomes 

simply, bow does the excess· residue 

distribute itself from moment to mo

ment? If, . as seems probable, · one 

amount of excess residue is as likely as 

any other, then as we sample the proc

ess over and over, the required incre

ment will vary linearly between zero 

and the size of the difference threshold. · 

• to other soF ofv,ariability. ye the 
fore arranged for the companson 

Fechner's logarithmic law proved ill 
founded, as it turned out. Experiments 

that I began in 1953 have shown that 

sensory intensity in each of the sense 

modalities grows not by a logarithmic 

Jaw but by a power law (6). Neverthe

less, until a sufficient array of experi

mental evidence for the power law 

could displace the earlier notion, the 

logarithmic Jaw· prevailed for almost a 

century. The fact that the entire Fech

nerian conception now needs revision is 

of less moment, however, than the ex
periment it led 'to. 

Bekesy reasoned approximately as 

follows. A given stimulus excites a par

tic~Jar number of cells, 50, say, but 

there is often a smalJ stimulus excess 

left over. Not enough excess, however, 
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Bekesy tried to test the foregoing 

conception· by the method of constant 

stimuli: A standard tone '(300 hertz at 

40 decibels above threshold) was pre
sented first and was followed 2 seconds 

later by a comparison tone that was 

made stronger or weaker than the stan- · 

dard. Bekesy plotted the : percentage 

judged different against the size of the 

difference and obtained an S-shaped 
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RELATIVE SIZE OF INCREMENTS(¥) 

Fig. 1. Poikilitic funclions showing the percentage of increments heard as a function 

of the iQtensity of the increment added to a steady 1000-hertz tone. The size of the NQ 

is measured by the point on the abscis~a where the function first departs from zero. 

The function reaches 100 percent at the value corresponding to two NQ. The level of 

the steady tone is indicated on each plot. Bekesy obtained the data in plot F by a · 

different procedure. The circles are for positive and the half circles for negative in

crements. [From Stevens and Volkmann (7)] 
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I: . 1'· 
. ,j h d . ' I ' . '( \ent reac es a secon cntrca size, 

ich is' twice the size of the largest 
crement that is never heard. 

ranted that functions exhibiting 
'se'ih~e fe~tures have been obtained, 

t i1' by two rather different procedures 
gk~sy's method of constant stimuli 

,,,our new method of pulsed incre
. t1e~ts: added to a steady background 
1
ii\,ulus); what kind of model do the 
; f.e'e· features suggest? One po. ssibility 

'~mes. that somewhere in the neural 
· .ths of the sensory system there are, 

: riet10hal · gates or neural units, and 
· t 1~ach\mit operates in all-or-none, 

~ ~ , r- , \-1 • 

uantal fashion once its threshold is 
1ssed. (The functional gating mech
.fi~fu of the' neural quantum is prob.
~~,,.lXibre, centrally located than the 
'''-'•'· . .. . 

~1.~rit ~~i:ve cell that Bekesy seemed 
n!ien~fy wit~ Fechne_r's just notice

bfe difl'efence.), 
~IJ~~~j~,~i, !~' 

~ .,:._.; ·{!.: ~.. ' . •.: 

. . 
, 1 4,1 •r • ' • 

. ow .the, NQ i:nodel may, work is as 
18Jfh-, · "' ':,. '-' ·· . •. . 
;{::sti~lus of a given magnitude ex~ 
. !>,(••·~-t· . ~ . .,. . . . 

ltes:~:at.,4 ·:particular· instant, a certain , 
UriibeibfNQ units/and it does so with ' 

• •";it ·- ,!,• ' . • ' 
~\~tie· to, :~p'ate, -~ ·mustr~.ted ,by the 
chi,ma, i~ Fig. 2A. The small .stimulus 
Ipl~)p. il insufficient . to ' t:'ross the 

litih-~~a._ P~. the1,ui1it }l~~t in li~e, but 
vlulable to be combmed with the 

iJli~J,iis i~~-rerri~nt A,t,'. ~~n the _in~re: 
ns ~4>:. Come~ along, ,lt aqd the surs 

l · l'P. ad( together, and if.itheir sum 
~1/g~ ~ough'.they exc~te pti'e or,.more 

~ . ., .. . ... ,,,. ,, ~ 

. itional NQ. Now.,, there ent~rs .a new· 

lf.1(:t~~" 'ovy[a'.it._fl~dt~ti~n • :~~ !he. 

Under the procedure of pulsed incre
ments that led to the results in Fig. 1, 
the observer is not able to report when 
only a single additional NQ is excited. 
The reason is presumably because the 
overall fluctuation in his own sensitivity 

co 
::I 
:i 
.§ .. 
G) 

A 

causes .an apparent fluctuation in the 
"steady" tone. Sucti a process would pro
duce randomly .occurting increments 
and decrements, each equal ifr size to 
a single NQ. Against .that fluctuating, 
steplike background; the observer adqpts .· 
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Fig. 2. (A) The neural quantum schema. The slimutus on the left is strong enough . 
to activate several neural units, but it leaves a leftover surplus p, which remains in
sufficient to activate the next unit until an increment .if,'S is added. Q represents the 
size of the neural quantum measured in terms of the stimulus. When the addition of two 
neural quanta is needed to produce a response, the requisite stimulus increment becomes 
.i<1> + Q. [After Bekesy (5)) (B) Form of the poikilitic function predicted when the 
observer adopts a 2-quantum criterion. Stimulus increments produce no response (zero 
detections) unless the .size of the increment exceeds one neural quantum. With further l :· lo 

increase in the size of the increment the percentage detected grows linearly and reaches .! / · 

100 percent at the point where the increment equals 2 quanta. The downward projection 1.. •' , 

,, of the line passes through a point that corresponds to. the ordinate value ;a:--100 percent.' 
' ' ' };. ' '• • • '\ • I •r•.' 
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•tQ',11,nd slow relative to the time··taken o 
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?J1'•.v1ty ca~1ses ~~e?l~!.u,e for l,h~~ut 1
. _J!?. "~o·,-... >t-<_'>-2D-"" .. ..,_:.-.~'"'. -,1----

.~s\P to bet,as hk~y:•as any .. Clt1,er. z :'~ .. , ,·,:. 
e~ce if we' meastire" the site .&f1'1the ,, I.LI• ~-" 100'' 

· ,.Q in terms of the stimulus increment o: RR 
)jhat will just succeed in always ex- ~ 
1t1ng it, th.e val~e of A4> that is just • u. 50 
ufficient to complement p and thereby 0 

JM 

increments heard to the size .', ~ ! :,, . ' 
of the increment in frequen~ · 1· " 
cy for six different observ- • ·.,. , _J ": o~ 

6 ers. To a steady, continuous ~--· 1 · , 
· reference stimulus ( 1000 · :· , ·~r · I 

ff'()'Oo- hertz) an increment lasting • '.y :.i '. ; .. /JJ .~ 
0.3 second was added every . , t ~" 'v·1 
3 seconds. Each point is the •~• t I , ~-
average of 100 judgments. lt ) 

2 

e one additional NQ .is given by . ~ 

~ 

The lines were drawn to fit 'i:f~t,i_) . 
the points and at the same 

O"-.... --o-OAJ~.,__.__.__ •-<)-(),._ ____ _, time to satisfy the slope . . X f :J 

0 2 4 6 0 2 4 6 requirement that the inter- :V. • f1 \"~ 

\, . (2) 

~~.f)~ ,Jii 

~-
a: 100 
I.LI 

. a. 

50 

cepts at 100 and O percent .... ~~ .. , ;,'.:'i ~l<_ .j 
should stand in the ratio ~ ~

1
] a!, 1 

of 2 to 1.. The size of the ';i~l .... , •' 
NQ, measured in stimulus • ,_,:_t.\;; ...• _i.i. ·., , , 
terms, dilfers almosi three- · '· \l li, · .;; 't 
fold between observers RR < ::; . '·11

, -~ ~ 

DM 

and MJ. [From Stevens; 'ff'.-~-.··\, ' 
,. Morgan, · and Volkmann :-'\!-"' · · \ " 
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_ · for his report the criterion of.~ double · 
'quanta! jump. Since the single quanta} 

, . _ jump is' indistinguishable from the back,. 
. grqund: the observer'ignores it. : . . 

·· Jf t~o addec;l NQ ~re required .to pto-
·- . I . . 

duce a response, Eq. 2 becomes .- - . 
• ' •• I• • • • ~ 

. - (~ti> - Q). - M, - 1· _. . (3 .. ). 
,,_ Q . - Q. ' 

Or, _in term~ of the percentage R of 
increments that an observer should be 
able to detect, we have 

(
:lq> ) R = 100 Q -1 (4) 

Equation 4 gives a good account of the 
data in Fig. 1. A graphical representa~ 
tion of Eq. 4 is also shQ.Wn in Fig. 2B. 
The predicted line projects · to a point 
at -100 percent, as shown . by , the 
dashed lines in Fig: 2B. That proje~on 
point provides a useful aid when NQ 
functions are fitted to data by eye. . _ 

The many NQ functions presented in 
· this article were all fitted by eye. . 

Why so many examples? Two rea~ 
sons .. (i) The nature of the problem 
entails a sampling procedure. The ob
jective is to sample extensively enough 
to reveal: the form of ··im underlying 

. distributi~n. Specifically, is the distribu~ 
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two observers who produced 32 • poi
kilitic functions covering a range of 

stimulus levels from . 3 to 100 decibels 

above threshold. Except for the use · of 

a white noise, the procedure followed 

that used by Stevens and Volkmann, 

the method of pulsed increments (7). 

All 32 functions were made to pass 

through a common 50 percent point. 

It can be seen that the general trend of 

the data is better depicted by the dashed 

ogive than by the rectilinear quantal 

function. 
Yet, despite the variability of the 

data, an important feature shows itself 

in the relation between the 50 percent 

point ·and the slope of the ogive. The 

S.D. 's of the probability distributions 

whose i.Qtegrals best describe the data 

are approximately constant at a value 

equal to one-third the value of the 

·' 
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Fig. 7. Plots A and B show the NQ functions for Miller and Garner, determined with 

a 1000-hertz tone. Plot C shows two functions obtained from one observer, under 

identical conditions, but in two different experimental sessions. Plot D shows the res~lt 

of combining the data from the two sessions. The two NQ functions in B represent two 

different increment durations, 200 milliseconds (filled circles) and 100 milliseconds 

(unfilled circles). The results of combining the data of the two experiments are shown 

in F. [Adapted from Miller and Garner (12)] 
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;~by th,c normal ogive reduce to one de
, Jtee bf freedom under the NQ theory. 

. ~f~Wben the observer uses a 2~quantum 

itriter!on, . the slope of the poikilitic 
l&ict1on ts a definite function of the 

. fui~point. The two parameters are not 
,free to vary independently. It seems in

ppropriate, therefore, to try to decide, 
,}rlteans of curve fitting, . the relative 
·eriri of two· conceptions, the one 
6tety specified and the other tightly 

~ 11~i~eo. By SP,Cclfying the relation be-
1 tween' $;0. and mean, the NQ theory 
· l~~i~fs ,'mo~ · and thereby acquires 
"Jgi:~~ier power than the phi-garr,ma the-

f "'!(o;f.r.. ,: ,,· . .,, . ,, ' ty,,, . . . 
~.~gure,i, presents. an. interesting com-

.. qson on two experiments. For the 
cj,!fies: a ,brief . increment in frequency 

i, \vas'•iidded 'to a steady standard tone. 
• t4,; .. , . ' 

For,.the ·triangles a short interval (0.5 
~ ,j(, i • 

·. i:oqp) elapsed between the standard }f an1: tfle comparison tone. Other-
w.1$e rthe procedures were as similar as 

; !~21si~l~, and tlie , ~lime observer served 
" in.,;both experiments .. The. time interval 

W~et\ the standard tone jtnd compar
tone seems 'to have obliterated all 

n-~~iM'~he NQ step function.Instead 
· .. -.,~J..j . • ' 

:;tD~>i':esul~ihg. data· (triangles) :ire fairly 
~!t:;~escribed by a normal ogive with 
rather' flat slope. · '· . . ' . .. 
.B'e<!a'use thete is no restriction on its 

' •• ,.. i_ ' .• ' 

pe, the normal ,ogive (dotted curve) 
, ·•·:also be made to· describe the unfilled ~- .. 

. · ;}~;les in Fig. ,,5, at least to a fair ap-
<i!!dfi~ation. The _NQ function, as 
.,.s~iwn by the straight iine in Fig. '5, 

l·t.,JI- .' • . ·• . ' . cl~ a poor 1,.fit to. 011c point n~r the 
ilpper end, but an excellent fit' else-

~'i'.Jet'~. - . '.. . . ... 
, ~tlhe restnclton of the ·NQ function 

•tct;one· degree of freedom is illustrated 
Jiphicaliy 'in . _ Fig. 213, , where the 
~?ed lines cqnverge ._to a' point whose 
~\nate value is., at ~ 100 percent In 
tmg the NQ function ,tQ the data, the 

,., pe must be such that it ,projects to 
~t point ~t - ,100 percent. u;ns~qtmit

, Yj the only degrt:e bf (f~dom enjoyed 
. oy the NQ function' lies in the angle 

•tetween the dashed lines in Fig. 28. 
1" A statistical test that pits the one

. ;p,,aramcter ~traight line against the two
P.aramcter normal ogive is unfair in 
~~other sense. The straight line is a 
,~ln!i of asymptotic or limiting case, and 
Jtose factors that operate to degrade the 

::Performance of an observer tend gen
e~ally to inove the data points in th~ 
., irection of the normal ogive. The ex

, '.tierimental errors are subject to asym
~etrical constraints, because the ob

~server cannot perceive more than 100 
.. ' ~ercent or Jess than O percent. There- · 
~ S£1'TEMBER t97i . . , 
,.)if't~-~ -··".f 11:t:,•h•' / 
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Fig. 5. Th·e effect of a time interval between the standard stimulus and the compa~i;o~ 
stimulus. For the circles the transition frorri the standard frequency to the higher 
frequency was nearly instantaneous. For the triangles the standard tone was· followed 
0.5 second later by a comparison tone at a higher frequency, and the observer re- .. 

· sponded each time the second tone sounded higher in pitch. 

fore, false responses and lapses of at
tention serve to round the corners of 
the poikilitic function in such a way 
that the fit of the normal ogive becomes 
better. As a general rule, the goodness 
of fit of the normal ogive may provide 
a rough index to the amount of noise 
or variability that encumbers the experi
ment. 

Sources of Noise 

It is inherent in the co11cept of error 
that we cannot fully anticipate its size 
or loca!_ion. If we could we would cease 
to call it ·error. Nevertheless, experimen
tal studies can often reveal some of the 
principal sources of noise or variability 
-the scatter to which the term poikilitic 
refers. Studies designed to measure the 
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NQ have identified several major ave-.. 
nues through which the rectilinear 
quantal function can be ·distorted and · 

. made to resemble the normal ogive. 
I) Stimulus jitter. Successful ~Q e~

periments have usually employed defi
nite. well-controlled stimuli. What h!lp
pens when the standard and comparison · 
stimuli are themselves subject to rand~m 
fluctuation? That question was answered 
in an experiment by Miller (9). The 
stimulus was a white noise, a signal that 
exhibits ceaseless agitation from the 
point of view of a person listening to its 
loudness. With a jittering stimul~s we 
should expect to find a smearing of the 
stepwise quanta) function .. The linearity 
of the poikilitic function should give 
way to a form more nearly like the nor
mal ogive. 

Figure 6 shows the pooled results for 
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~ig. 6. The results of 32 experiments with white noise as the stimulus.· The straight 
h~e th.rou~h the ~O pe~cent point shows the NQ function normally obtained with tonal 
sllmuh. Wit~ white no•~ the results show a random scatter that is well represented by 
the dashed !me-the ogive of the normal probability distribution. [From Miller (9)] 
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J 
. • 1~e~r NQ functions .. Bekesy's experi-

1\ii~nf' with· loudness provides one ex
(!'1,Ple, and in three other laboratories 
~ridomized increments of brightness 

i
. ve. produced quantal• functions, as 
escribed below. The presentation of ' . . cicks of pulsed increments may facili-

~ ~Hhe :.observer's judgmental task, but 

t
'i:J:;.ntation· _does not seem to be 

3) Changes in ihe NQ. For. a given 
b~fh'e~. responding to increments un
j:;:~tgiveit procedure, the . measured 

t~J>f the N9 may vary from one time 

!:~other. As noted by Stevens and 
~tkmann (7); it was startling to find a 
~ }~~ilitic functi.on, defining a small

. ,1NQ; when the o,bserver returned to 

f
"c~~periment after a coffee break (see 
i~t•_JY If the I dat.a taken hef~re and 
ft.tri-Ote coffee break are pocled, the 
e~ilinearity .disappears and the result t.,.1' ".( 
s~rnbles · the normal ogive. The NQ 

Jilft 1given observer usually shows re
·•&~al:lte);tability, but it seems clear 
. ·~~ ..... \nter~~ factors in~y occasionally 

ocluce .a, dramatic change. 
· !l!Knthier .¢x~mple of changes in the 
· oflcuiiic'funciion obtained under iden- . 

,,...id,&>nditions, but in,differe~t experi
liitalis~ss.iobs, was published by Mill-

"}~~~-;.,'> " ' 
,,100 ·('. /,; 
l•tt;, ; l 

ti ':'.K• !•,_;,: 

I; 

er and Garner (12) and is shown by the 
filled and unfilled symbols in Fig. 7C. 
By combining the two sets of data in 
Fig. 7C, the authors obtained the S
shaped ogive shown in Fig. 7D. 

Other experimental parameters may 
also alter the measured size of the NQ. 
Among them are the stimulus level, the 
nature of the transition from the stan
dard stimulus to the increment, and the 
duration of the increment. An example · 
of the effect of increment duration is 
shown in the .bottom row of Fig. 7. 
In · Fig. 7E the longer increment (200 
milliseconds) produced a smaller NQ 
than the shorter increment ( I 00 milli
seconds). Here again, the combining of 
the two sets of data produced the S
shaped curve of Fig. 7F. 

4 )· The observer. Some observers. can 
adopt a fixed 2-quantum criterion and 
hold to it throughout the tedious task of 
responding to a thousand or more in
crements. It is a demanding exercise in 
concentration, a performance that many 
observers find exhausting. Sustained, un
wavering concentration does not lie 
within the repertoire of all observers. 

Although a certain amount of prac
tice is often required, some observers 
have produced fairly good quanta! func-

lions on the first try. In fact, several of 
our observers did so, a circumstance 
that misled me into thinking that, given 
the proper experimental arrangement:· 
anyone could verify the NQ. The pro
duction of a good NQ function is. not 
always easy. The four students ein-., 
ployed as observers in Neisser's experk 
ment {//)gave rather noisy results de
spite our best efforts with the apparatus, · 
The results remained noisy even after · · 
the observers had had considerable 
training. · Nevertheless, the intercept 

I . • 

ratio of the best-fitting straight lines for · .. 
those four ob.servers hovered around the 
2-to-1 value predicted by the, ·'NQ 
theory. · · .· , .. 

Since a high degree of involvenieht 

~ ~ F· 

is needed to motivate the steady con- · · 
centration required in the NQ experi
ment, it is perhaps not surprising · that .t' , 
many of the· nearest approaches to_, thC ·_ t 

ideal quantal function have· been 
achieved in experiments where the au
thors themselves also served as. ob
servers. On the other hand, in our ex
periments on pitch we had no bett~r ; 
observer than MJ, then a Radcliffe'· 
undergraduate and now a physici~ 
teaching in a medical school. ·' · ;. 

5) Separated stimuli. Most accounts 
. ;~,, 

, . 

,~- •. . ~.'Y.· '· ,: y . 
. 

§. 100LZ·,'· ~l·flo ,• ·., 
\;· 50 .•· • • . • . 10T .. r. . .. t,J r 
. · .. ·. "U_}. @ 

i '1ool;C' ~• , 1 
·i. '· • ,., Fig. 8 (l:ft). Eighteen poikilitic.functions for subject A respond-•'. · ' ' ,. · · ','i ~ ing to brief·. changes in frequency of a 1000-hertz tone at 44 

• 50 , . • • ' , · • 1 · decibeis above threshold. The number of observations for each · · · ,; ,, , '\; · '•·, \" · ··• · 0 point varied from 35 to 200. The lines through the points show 
·, ~ 0 . it , .· •, · ,. , .·'. . the NQ prediction. In order ,to save space, in this and most of ll· 0 ' '• , · . ·· ·• · '. · . . · · . . the following figures the functions are spaced arbitrarily along J a'bscissa. The main p~rpo~ is to ~~ow: how well the data .fit.the NQ hypothesis: [Data_ from Flynn (15)].. Fig. 9 :(ri~t).: X>;'NQ functions for subject B and five for subject C. [Data from . Flynn ( 15) J · 1 • · ,. , ' ~t •·•·• ~.i•• • .! ••',' , ,ii' ll _.;~••,r,> '•f• ,f';"~ :i~~.!BER \Im . . · ·· . . m 

~---

' , 



.. ;! ,.- . .:··\.,~;.~'..'l?.~#i!~(i:~;:·,;: i/\.:~:l~·.tg~>ti.:~~'1 1f~~1\£;\' .;_~~l, 

. of the NQ theory make quite explicit stimulus, _it re~ai~s u~likety',\bat ~ ~O~er~,Aaitpfer,f;~~~e~'l,i( · .. ~-· 
the requirement that the transition from ' NQ fu_nct1on will show '.tselt '·, .l ·, . ; ,; • '',i1'_r:1t ..., . i~·r.ti~Th[t~t~· '· 
the standard to the comparison stimulus "It 1s concluded,''., said Duncan !Uld . IQ;·-a,,$ertes of.,S81e:xp.enm~nts~'-

must be brief. The increment must be Sheppard, "that there, is; at pres_ent,. no· ,nei:.'an!lMill~i· (/4f;fl\~.~~4 ~e,:$ize\5f 
added (or subtracted) in such a way .. evidence for the ~xist~pce o~ a genui~ \.· the N_Q ~Q~~J~?~ess. a~ the' d~.~~tio11:i{( \ 

that the observer's overall sensitivity has sensory quantum." Concermng fhe ar- ~ the stupulus mqement;
1
W~•vaned froni ~. 

little time in which to change'to a new·. ray of re~tilinear NQ·. f4nctiori$ olJ- .. 2q to 7~9:milli&e1,pnds/Tbey}sed tV{o'. , 

state. The ability of a time interval to tained by _other worker~, they 'A'.fOte,, frequehci~s: p()Q,,amt,I0~0}rei:tz,,artd..l/ 

obliterate the NQ was demonstrated by that the result ,"stems entirely frop.i the two levels a~qve•~~resho!~,:t4O and ?qJ.h: 
Bekesy (5), and another example is fa_ct t~at he [S_teven~] p~esents ~IS. tes~ , ,, decibels;;rhe:'.measured ~,~·of the ~g:rb 
shown in Fig. 5. Nevertheless, 5ome in- stimuli sequentially [m b,ocks] an<l n9t : ·was 1a~, m~ch·;as thre.9 time~ as large:l@ 

vestigators have based their opposition in random . order." They apparently.· for an, incremeqt ~uration·19f 20 as (~, ·• 

to the NQ theory on experiments .em- ignored the fact that Bekesy presentecl. 750cmillisec:ori~s~..Yet· b,othl'Observ~~'••~
ploying a time interval between the stimuli in random ?rder and yet ob- '(the auth.ors) found that the in.cremenl$'.r· 

standard and comparison stimuli. tained rectilinear poij(ilitic functions. As at the ''shortest. durations· were the eai~r 
In an i:xperillJ~nt by, J:?unc~n ~~d ,,.I shal) sh~w. lat_e~, r~~1o~ :!tim4l~\?~; iesti.~P: ju

1
?~~,f \:r,~e l~·~j~~i;.r,,.,f~.:.rcm,,~/l~S '• . 

Shep pa~~ (~ 3) . the observer. lifted a, d~r has ~l~o g1~e.~ gooq ·,resµlts .W.- •. ~ee!1}!l~:1~r1ore_!•d~f,hl,It~t~nclt!~~1.r p!]!ief~. 

stand~rd we1g~t (100 g~ams) and then., VISll~! expen~f.P,tSi~ 1: I' ., '<•t· .. ;p.' . f;•,l;.;,r1or.rrbrupt.j'{;.:~t~;~~t ,r~~ J, -~?~"':""' 
a .v~nab,le we1ght,(r~.~gmg f_~or 9~ t~ , .. ·.· .~) Af?fPIHte)J!.te~~Pit ss,~,.l~V~~t~- •.: :,)Tlie'.:~Q,:fo,tJp1tc~,.;,V'~. "'' ,d1efbl ~ 
103 grams). He repeated the 1_1fti.pg until '. ' gators h~V~.1,tr1ed· ~01.obt,ai?]. '~}.714.e~wl'. ;~J·t .• Flypi\)1,5)tw6~u~e~;~~e;:P~~~~r.~'4,i~m~, 

he was satisfied, and then said whether the NQ .at the al>.!\o\ute fhr!r,shqf4 ~J?.d,. ploye'd .•~ai'lie(•~~?l~t~yen~\•~!,;ql;&(B)fr • 

ihe variable was ~eavier or lighter tha~. have expressed di~ilppoirtmeµ~ -.!1(' 1~~-i;t"'Ffpi:n'_''t~f~~;f~~se~~f1~,~!Yk·1.<~~\a~~d ·~ 

the standa_rd. L1k~ the '.many expert- putcom~.,,A! or. 11e~r <' th~ absq!µ,t~, }9,,:p6ik~~ic'.:!!~nc!~6:°ffh!'.!o/j•,.~::f'?5· 

ments on lifted ~eights performe~ dur- threshold the NQ ~pght not J~/Pr~".~,>, _ s: afid :91,\,'f,~e:re'~*l~nf~r~!;,tt~ftipf\s ,a~e\~ 
ing the past century, . t~at expe~1ment dete~ta?le uni~~~ .~ m~~l1~ can:~~ -'pi~ · a!l'drawi}W!tt the';q-to~l •~te.r~ePJ;~~~10 '. 

produced data that showed no evidence vented to staJ:?1hz,e the .over~ll flu.rtua- ·1 m·:orde1l!'lto :~how!itollwhaf•extent lhtl ,· 

of a stepwise, q4antal jUfDP· Instead, tion o( tJ].e" ~b~e.ryer's ',sensitivi.ty:\ot·i 'ci;tt,:•ag:-ie•~!t,'t'r~is'agM'~/:w\i'n''.:'til~lN<l 

. the results were con~iste.nt with a con- course, ',if 8: comp!e.te '~~~bil~atio11 ' of •, . tne~fyifii: iS;, cle'ai;- ,H~1~lF;fi$;;ti ~hree} ' 
tinuous normal ogive. . sensitivity should prove po~i1ple, \hen;··· observers.r;·foaiet1rrt~s'Wpfqd'&ea.~ho'isy' 

If an experiment could be so con- we sb,ou)d obtain ~• poikilit,ic 'f4nction data,'but ·the '~udg~fnt~,\~~~ ·gtn;~a~y . 

tri~ed that the. _subject picked _up a Jhat ascends yert_ically with I'io- .~~!u,es ;/'· fo\~~~!:'r~~~t!1:t'·,!p.e_.pr~dic[(~{f9.r¾.l;. 

weight and then Judged whether a mo- between O and 1()0 percent7'a.true the· poikihtic«fupctiop.,Excepttfot,lan;, 

mentary increment was added by some all-or•nothing step function., In the aJ:>- occasio'rial: la~te; ·,; s~bject' jA'idid\'i.~l-

~eans or ~the~-perhaps by a magn~tic sence_ of such_ stabilization, ~ha.t we? mar~ablr. '.well,r:jn,pro4Qfi~~i1Jt~!'.f ' 

iinpulse-1t might then prove possible find 1s a relatively slow but .irregular functions-of approxitilaiely_npe,'pret • 

to _measure a 9uantal. effe~t for lifted , fluct~~t!on in the observer's overall, dieted for,:µ.~;'.: -;•f.{.:-¥~\/{~1:i:: 
•· weight. But with a time mterval be- sens1tiv1ty, and the absolute threshold , The· resµlts •:for P!t_c'h a,scti ,m£1tmn' 

tween the standard ;md the variable wanders irregularly up and down:_ .}btain~d bfC:pr~~ ~ave·.~:~~1r1fin!er~ ·,, 
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est, because. the, !luthor h~s-~;-,l:i~eri~, , 
critic' 'of the, NQ :hypotnesi~i paqlt on{ 

the 'grou~~. tha\ pi~\ 2~ .. utj;~~,~~~i~i:. 

. 9pserv~,rs ~•·~'. ~~t pr?cJuc~;!~fll!iij.~~~a 1'. 
' · functions. Actually,: the t9at~~ lie~ p4b~ · 

li'shed ~how thal the%bs~fV~~\iid'(f aiil" •· 

Fig. 10. The up
per six· functions 
are for six dif
ferent observers 
who judged fre
quency incre
ments to a 1000-
hertz tone. The 
lower four · are 
for different ob
servers who 
judged frequency 
increments· in 
tones of 3000 
hertz (circles) 

· and 300 hertz 
(triangles). [Data 
from Corso (16)) 

we11 .as:can bi seen::in:Fig(fto'.' 
' ' "The theorj' pf tiii ~Ur\i:f\~~ ' in/:+~ 

said Corso;~·"pr'edicts · ihat.'.und¢riliJ.iiili1::' 
. l, ft .. ,\ •.. ·;•}', " 1'"• ~~«;~. • ...... 

tal e~perim~ntal .. ~ondi,tjp~iN:!~~tforon: 
of the psyc~~p}lysical. [poi}{ili!ic:J1 f$~ti; 
t\ori in _pitch -~nd i~.J6,u~~!~!~~~(~}~~! 

.. hon ~II! . b~Jinearr:ipid (11) ;th
1
t.\~~~~~~~ 

the smallest mcrement aj}Vi\Y~ he!U'~iw1l • 
·: . • . ,[ ;~·-· -., ,,.1 .-•~-

~ ~wice th~,1 of.,\~~ IM.g~~/ rement • 
never hear~ (16, P,· 13~65lr J!i:;;,t.. . 

Actually, Corso's statern«;_l?~}!"°~ !Dost 
but not quite correct: :,·The words1 

·, '. • ,, • ~ )-<',. ' ' > ~ 

be" should be _reP,lace~ 'by !'m'1 ,, 
The NQ theory does ncigl!lir\l,lltee-the~ 
success of an · ~~ruiibiteri~J•· J:.:·. 
Rather it says that if 'all, goes ~e, ·J. 
if the observer fulfills the task 6( · ' 

... ~ • ' . . ' . ; t"~· .• flJ 
centration,. steadily adher~g· ~~,· 
quantum criterion, theri' the" resut'tt 
in the li~it approach the . ide'al''' 
linear function with the 2-to-f int 
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•1,J.i10. ~onseq.'~ently, the failure of. some determinations that I have had occasion 
t .-Corso's observers, if we can caJI it to examine, except for the six exam

~$ di, doeJ· D()t provide evidence one .· pies reported by Corso. 
~~. or. the. other. · In more than 60 experiments on loud
It Corso'also undertook to measure the ness, Larkiri and Norman showed that 
•:·Q ,for Ioodness, but somethi~g ap- well-motivated subjects can produce ' 
. lirs .to bavi: gone awry. Corso ex- good approximations to the ideal NQ 
{ ~ M,•1 , _i . • • . 
, r,~~ed· the:.values of the mcrement m function (I 7). Figure 11 gives typical 
' · els; whic'fwould provide a suitable examples for three observers who lis-

'ufe.,if properly computed, (See the . tened to pulsed increments presented in 
I11ple below, where all the increments blocks, the procedure used by Stevens 
Iilinititnce '1Te expressed in decibels.) and Volkmann (7). In order to guide 

:·When the'increment is measured in .his attention to the occurrence of the 
a~ei~it, the NQ theory predicts that ' increments, the listener watched a ro
tt')ne poillli;tic functions will have the· tating star-shaped wheel. The continu

j1ope, 1gbing from 0 to 100 per- ously indicating, clocklike device was 
,ov"'er a range of l decibels. The found to be superior to a flashing light, 

,,1.·3 ~~ibelS';represents the 2-to.-1 in~ which some of the observers bad found 
pf'•r;etatiq~. For the six examples· helpful in the experim(:nts of Stevens 

'if:1,y Corso, the slopes cover et al. {8). 
a,si\~m;lll as 0;4 decibel and as Larkin and Norman also explored 
· · l:7 decibels. None of .them are negative increments (decrements). Sam
. i)/debibels. '° · ·· pie functions are shown in Fig. 12. The 

"b', ~~p poikilitic flinctimlS. are observers found 'that· negative incre-
iit · ,:ecedent, A function: that rises · men ts sounded · different and could be 
'' ohoo'~ercent ,in'; 0.4 .decibeb, distinguished from positive increments. 

"'Miep to~be:Credibfo. Neisser The next step was to present both 
etf;::istraight lines to the' 52 poi- positive and negative increments in the 
·nctions obtained 1from bis shi- <'.same· session. The , observer . then has 

s~t'\tetii. The intercept ratio aver~ . three options: he can respond louder, . 
£,g;;whlcli corresponds to·a',value ' softer; or -nothing. The results of such 
'1to1 btit slightly . ~atedthan '3 "'_an experiment are shown in f'ig. 13 .. 
Jis; '.tliat itideed ~ the typicai find- Even those increments amt decrements 
·ri(t1if 700 · or : ~ore experimental that were rarely detected were correctly 
J;_,:\ fi-l,,. :1 ....... ,,. .· ,, ,)., 

'i~t-~Ji 

identified when heard. Some stimulus 
changes were detected in fewer than 3 
percent of the trials, and yet the ob
server was correct in his calls'of louder 
or softer. 

Bekesy also obtained quanta! func-
tions for decrements as well as· incre-', " 
ments, but he used a very different 
method. A brief standard stimulus (0.3 . 
second) was followed immediately by 
a brief comparison tone whose intensity 
was selected at random. Bekesy seems · 
not to have asked the subject to identify 
which was which, for he says, "Wheth-
er there is an increase or a decrease in 
loudness is not considered, because this · 
involves a further cognitive process that .. 
is unnecessarily trying and prevents the · 
direction of full attention on whether a .. 
change has occurred;' (5, p. 242) .. · .. ,• ef 

The controversy over the degree of· 
linearity required in the NQ functio.ni,'l'&, · 
has impressed Larkin: and Norrnaii as . . 
"really not a crucial aspect of tile· ibe'- ;1.::: 
ory." Their observation seems emineiit~:h 
ly reasonable, for the theory predicts ·,, . 
precise linearity only. if the residual 
excitation impinging on the ; neurM ' 
quantum next in line distributes .itself;:f1i','.. ,, 
as a function of time, uniformly over , {"'h'. .. 
the quantum. Certain additionaf. ~::<, 
sumptions concerning sampling and,! 
units of measurement must also be' ' 
made. Nevertheless, a good app~oxima-' 

Fig. 11 (left). Two NQ functions for each of three observers who 
judged increments in the intensity of a tone of 1000 hertz. Incre- · 
ments, each lasting 150 milliseconds, were added to a tone 60 
decibels above threshold and were presented in blocks. Each point 
is based on 100 judgments. [Adapted from Larkin and Norman (17)) 

. . . . ' 1 

Fig. 12 (right). Four NQ functions for negative increments-(decre
ments). Upper functions represent the first attempt by one observer 
and the seoond attempt by the other. The lower functions repre
sent data from later sessions.. F,requency J.000 hertz. [Adapted 
from Larkin and Norman· (17)] . · · ·· 
~ ' 
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Fig. 13 (left). The observer judged both increments and 

decrements in the same session. He was able to distinguish 

increments from decrements. The NQ for decrements is 

larger than that for increments. Each point represents 100 

judgments. [From Larkin and Norman (17)) 

it·; 

. "ti 
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C 
QI 
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QI 

Fig. 14 (right). The four NQ functio~s 1:1re like _those of Fig. 1 , 

11 except that catch. trials, were used-,-a certain pc:rcen- -1_

tage of the increments' were ommitted entirely. The catch 

trials may have caused ·an •irtcreilsed scatter of the points, 

but catch trials have been used with apparent success jn, at. 

least three other. studies. [Adapted from (17)) 

CL 

tion to the linear form shows itself ove~ 

and over. What is more important, the 

slopes bear out. the prediction of the 

NQ theory. 
In one part of their experiment Lar

kin and Notman modified the pro

cedure in order · to introduce "catch 

trials" by simply Qmitting the increment 

on a certain percentage of the trials. 

The catch trials -seemed to distort the 

poikiliti£ function, although not by very 

much, and it led the authors to apply 

to their data a poikilitic function based 

on a two-stage process, as proposed by 

Luce . (18). The two-stage model dis

tinguishes between detecting the signal 

and responding to it. It is assumed that 

differe~t biases may attach to each 

stage. The added flexibility inherent in 

the two-stage conception made it possi

ble to fit modified quanta! functions to 

the data. In Fig. 14 those same data 

are presented, but with a 2-to-1 quanta! 

function fitted by eye. The fits are not 

bad, although the modified two-stage 

functions appeared to fit better. Al

though the use of catch trials may have 

d,egraded the observer's performance in 

those experiments, it is not clear that 

catch trials need be detrimental. Catch 

trials have not seemed to upset perform

ance in several visual experiments. 

Once we assume that a quanta! gating 

process underlies the observer's re

sponses, new opportunities for explora

tion beckon both the experimenter and 

the model maker. The terrain teems 

with hazards, however, because the ex

perimentill test usually requires a sam

pling process-the drawing of a finite 

set of responses from an observer. The 

responses are mediated by fnternal proc

esses that vary as a function. of time. 
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Visual Studies 

Both the eye and the ear are so sensi

tive to their respective stimuli that un

der optimal circumstances the nature of 

the physical stimulus is thought to set 

limits on the sense organ•~ performance. 

In visual studies especially, there ~ 

long been concern whether the quanta! 

nature of light may manifest itself in 

visual thresholds. Troland noted· that 

the absolute threshold in the periphery 

of the eye may require only about 10 

quanta of energy (photons) to produce· 

a visual sensation. Since the 1920'.s, 

other investigators have claimed even 

a smaller number (20). As a result there 

has grown up a large literature cons 

cerned with quantum (photon) 1heocy 

applied to thresholds, both absolute and· 

differential. 
When the number of photons t;,e

comes su~ciently small, they make up 

a stream that patters irregularly, like 

rain on the roof, and it becomes con

ceivable that t~e statistical properties of 

_ .. .;. 
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~'Atih,,ugh not intended, the procedure 
\.6f the experiment was nicely designed 
· fu""'reveal the NQ. The observer looked 
1t,~a steady field subtending 12 degrees. 
-~very 10 seconds a brief 20-millisecond 

,(l.dcrement, subtending 40 minutes of 
iarc, was·added to the center of the field. ·mi~ observer reported each time he per-
. eived the increment. It is important to 

. ':ffo'ie that the size of the increments was 
·.• crandomiz.ed, so there was no block pre

se1itation'. of the kind that some writers 
,~ thought to be necessary. · 
ince Mueller varied the luminance 

. of ~he steady background field over the 
•1 l-.1, 

.range qf almost a millionfold, he 
· f . it convenient to express the incre-

L,in logarithmic measure. In log
.I '~ic or .decibel measure the slope . 

P!~ifti~ by' the. NQ theory remains 
c~nstant l,lt all stimulus levels. The pre-
\11gi~. · poijdlitic line passes from O 
t~,lOO,percent in 3 decibels, .because 

:c1ecibeis represents a doubling of the 
• £i,ement.' Even though each point in 
ig, ,JS is based on only 20 judgments, 
,, -.J_jft'·t \ ' 

ponsensus of the data shows congru-
nc~ with. the NQ prediction. 

,Jkeeping with Weber's law, the 
lute size of the stimulus increments 

~-If ~ . ' 

·· ·, roughly as a linear function of 
;b~ckground luminance. For the . 
'esf .background level, the increment 
. ed to operate the NQ gate was 
y times largei: than the increment · 

the data presented by Blackwell. As 
shown in Figs. 16-18, the evidence for 
a quanta! effect looks fairly impressive. 
Certain features of the data command 
particular interest. 

All the data in Fig. 16 are for one 
observer. The top three poikilitic ,func
tions were obtained with randomized 

· increments. For the first function (top 
left), the incremental stimuli produced 
a contrast so faint that most of them 
were seen less than half the time. For 
the next function the increments were 
spread out over a rather wide range . 
For the third function, only two incre
ments, plus catch trials, were used. It 
is· noteworthy that the straight line 
through the two points turns out to have 
the slope predicted by the NQ theory. 

The two lower functions in Fig. 16 
were obtained with blocks of pulsed in
crements-20 similar increments in a 
row before a different size was pre
sented. The catch_ trials were also in 

100 C, 

50 

8 
, eeded for the_ lowest background level. 
tr;;{quenUy, if the poikilitic functions .. 
l~X\~- . ~ 5 were plotted against a ,linear 
-~t~ad o{. a _ logarithmic abscissa, the 
sj9pe for t~ lowest background woul<J 
n~!A to be many times steeper than.,tbat 

C 100 

· ~t!ie highest .background. . • 
.,,hi.Je exploring various i;nethods for 
asuring visuai thresholds, Blackwell .. 

:· ed data that bear upon the NQ-:-;
s opinion,negatively, in my opinion 

•. ,.w ively · (22). The. four, observers 
.t~\Yed a screen at a luminance, of 76 · 
e~i9els ~bove: 10-:; lO fambe~ .a~d sub- . 

ing 20 degrees, on which an incre
. t lasting 60 milliseconds appeared 
'ntervals of 12.25 seconds. The incre
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blocks. All in all, Fig. 16 shows that 
the observer was able to produce ac
ceptable quanta! results under· a rather 
wide variety of stimulus spacings and 
presentation procedures. 

The four functions in Fig. 17 for 
observer 2 were all obtained with block 
trials. Data for subjects 3 and 4, with 
block trials, are shown in Fig. 18. Ob
server 3 produced one fairly good set 
of data and two that were not so good. 
Observer 4 showed "extreme scatter," 
both in the data shown (lower right) 
and in nine other sets of data. Blackwell 
notes that she had left school and had 
been diagnosed "pre-schizophrenic.'\ 
The responses of observer 4 make it 
clear that people may differ dramati
cally in their ability to carry out the 
demands of the NQ experiment. 

Blackwell concluded, "It should be 
entirely apparent that the neural quan
ta! theory is totally inadequate to ra• 
tionalize the present data" (22, p. 113). 

D 

-~ 

t was a i;pot subtending 18.5 min
., of arc and was placed 7 degrees to 
l right of, the central fixation point. 

!1,, some series the increments were pre
li' ~ted at 14 contrast levels and in 

•11.~0.cks of 20 increments of the same 
liI in decibels ~3d8-{ •~Ile. In other series the increments were· 

}fo1~.0mized. With both the bl~ck and Fig. 15. Brightness increments presented in random order were judged by an observer 
:~~J.random presentations, catch trials who produ_ced 27 poikilitic functions, ~ at each of 9 stimulus levels. The background 
~olving the omission of the increment luminance ranged from 45 to 105 decibels above 10-•0 lambert. The increments were · e · · brief flashes of a small target seen in the fovea. Each type of symbol represents a : 1. re also used. , . . · p · different experiment, 20 judgments per point. Since the abscissa is logarithmic (decibels) , oikilitic functions having 2-to-l in-, the slopes of the NQ functions are all the same, spanning a range of 3 decibels. [Data f~cepts have' been fitted by eye to all · from Mueller (21)] . · 

-: ·~~uiiR 1972 . 1 
~i. ' ~· .:. -~. :~ -r.~. h.·.·. 
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It seems to me, however, that Bl~ckwell 

wrought better than he surmised, even 

though some of his procedures may · 

have imposed rather severe burdens 'on 
the subject. The subject was' sometimes 

presented with a large number of incre-
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Fig. 16 (left). Brightness increments w~re presented JS brief flashes . 

of ·I' small target seen 7 degrees to the right of center. The· back-, 

ground luminance was 76 decibels re 10~•• lambert.·All the NQ func
tions are for subject 1. For the top three functions· the ' increments 

were randomized. For the two lower functions the increments were 

presented in blocks of 20. Catch trials were used in all the experi

ments. [Data from Blackwell (22)) 

Fig'. , 17. ( top right). Four N Q functions for subject 2 obtained ~th 

brightness increments presented in block trials. [Data from Blackwell 

(22)) 

Fig. 18 (bottom right). Three NQ functions for subject 3 and one 

function for subject 4, who was described as "pre-schizophrenic." 
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Fig. 19. The increment was a striped pattern that ap

peared for 0.76 second on the face of a cathode-ray 

tube whose normal luminance was 83 decibels· (20 mil

,lilamberts). The pattern of vertical stripes contained 14 

stripes per degree. Data for two observers are shown. 

Each poikilitic function was determined on a different 

day. Increment size (contrast) was varied randomly 

from trial to trial and catch trials were included. [Data · · 

from Sachs et al. (23)) 
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Fig. 20 (right). Poikilitic functions for subject ·Ms with stripe)'t,~t 

of five different widths, stated as.a nllmber of stripes per degreci;!f, ~ 
upper left to lower right: . 1 .4, 2.8,:. 5.6; 11.2, and 22.4,' . l,be a~S:Ci~ ,, 

· scale h11s been given the 'same linear modul~ for ~\Lthe:NQ',fl!pcii,pg., 

in order t_o. s_h~w that: whc;!I the ~id~h of th.e ~tri~,' c~~ge~''the: 

of the po1k1hllc function changes m inverse' ratio to the ·s1z.ct of th 

[Data from Sachs et al. (23)) 



t,:~ ., . ., ·. ' . 
. iii ~articular those 'theories based on the iOO 

;i_,,,:,.);i{6m,al p}ob~biljty disttibµtion:· . . 0 
·.. . • . ·-;•, -.-. . . . . . . . a: 

r .• ~,.The f9regoi11g·chl(i(sfto.w thaffqoari-.. -> <C • • . 
I· •\ •. ~. : • ' ' ·-~·,,•~, ., .. -· I :• .4J" • • •. ~ • • w ~ : 

: . U1 a small; brief ",increment 1_n· the · 1- Fig. 21. Monaural· and : ·t·~- 'g~.-te'Jf(incti.._on._ca_n';'be demori~trated· .. __ =r .: _· · 

· · - · •, .. -· · . ·. ·. . · · · · z binaural NQ functions 

·. 'j!._veii;;J¥tieJ!et\ 21} '.and: •also with. a. · ~ •. 5,
0 

. _ for pitch. The NQ·was 

'?~all,';,brie(ii;i:c;rement in .the periphery ,- rt · . . - sma\ler when the .tone 

. m,_a~~\\'.~H .. ih :A (lUite different. type . :t. . , was delivered to. both 

. ~f;increwentiilJarget was emplQyed in. ·- . . . ears. _[From Stevens et'. 

. 1~;::!ii1;:,t~es;r$;/t:;;i::1u:~:. . \1-----"-n,....1.li--~~....;;~..,.....--"-...,2;...-'-------.3 _al .. (B)] . 

i,~S degi;:ees on a side,. and made, µp of 

SilE. OF . 61' · ( Hz) . . , 

i_}Ct_d ___ · vd __ a~::d v:i~~ct_~i:!~:y_p· ~~r_]! ~~;: 
· lrget,, ?,lid the amplitude of the sinus- . 
· . "ittaf•: yariation couid be cbntrolled. . scribed by the normal ogive, arid they be sought in a gating action that is 

. s]et!~cally, .the stripes' could ix;. 1J1ilde drew S-shaped curves through the data. sufficiently general to embrace ·more 

~~~~ar ;(<>r a.~ri~fperiCKI_ (760miUi- The normal ogive, as already noted, is than a single sense modality and to 

econds) _ and with any desired degree more flexible than the NQ ,function, accommodate at least two -different · 

\~oritrast. Tiie fa~ of th/cathode-ray mainly because there is. no restraint on modes -oLaction in the peripheral ma

. l on which the stripes appeared h~d. the slope of the ogive. The NQ theory chinery of the auditory system. 

.~@~itli~ati~ of approximat~Iy 83 deci~ - specifies both the form and the slope . Another fact that may bear on the 

. els· abo~e tl 0-:- 10. lambert; The authors of the function and .in that sense pre>- problem of the physiological mecha-

"'ir( apparently not interested in the vides the more powerful model. nisril. /s . the change in the size of the 

NQ1,:°but their procedure happened -t~ NQ for pitch when the mode of liste~-

·iwell suited to ·show. a. quantal effect ing changes from monaural to binaural. 

: i~e;o,b,se,:ver;s r~sponses. The --ob~. TheMechanism - A typical result is shown in Fig. :2~ 

. ~r ·pressed a switch to initiate. ii ... ·. Under binaural listening the NQ was . 

. ~fr,,<and ·he said "yes" if he saw a Where do we look for the neural re- only about two-thirds as large as under 

ch~nge· ;tr"om the constant luminance sponse tllat operates like a gating cir- monaural listening: However, one· of 

[~pfa:vJnd 1',no" if he did not. The_ size , cuit, storing excit!',tion and firing off in four observers tested showed essentially 

~r;t~: i?c~ements'. was _randomized, and quantal fashion? Quanta! action· entails, no difference between monaural and 

i;:~tch tnats were,used. · . . of course, the. concept of il holding ac-. binaural listening. As shown in -Fig. 21 

1.1mifdata.show~ in-Fig. 19,,for sinus- tion, so that, over a finite range below the remarkably simple relation between . 

fd;f:,+patterifs,,; haviQg · 14 ,cycles per · the thrl!Shold level, increments. can be the slopes and the intercepts of the 
.b, ~ l~ ,. • ' ' 

degree;'#'wete obtained . from two· ob- added with no effect, no tesponse by. poikilitic functions remains undisturbed 

~~i:~i~ach point·,;!_.S based cin'.' 100 . the observer. Stimulation must'build up when the observer changes from mon-

,\Judghitntfand ~adi fl.ini;tion' was deter- . to a critical level before . it triggers a aural. -to binaural _ listening. And the . 

in.1:d.:t-oh a '•clifferent day. '. The :·NQ reaction. Actually, synaptic gating mech- functions remain linear, or nearly. so. -· 
iied i)y:iess than a .fdctor of 1 Sfrom - · ani~ms are a familiar feature of many Those facts set constraints on our the

d.~Y to day, but•_it is nevertheless'evideiit . parts .of the nervous system. Indeed, , orizing, The functions in Fig. 2·1 make 

~!\tthe !ineal-ity of the fuhctiorui would .. quantal;action is so wid.espread that the it appear likely_that the neural quantum 

.gi~e- way to a slightlyt morel 'sigmoid al.l 0 or-none response- is not by itself a for pitch probably does not reside in 

. Orth "if the· resultsifot· different days guide to the identification of the mech- the periphery. A central mechanisrh 

Jfe coinbi11etl, _;The NQ foi'• observer· . ~ni~m .for tll.e NQ. · seems indicated. in our present state of 

. ' is consistently ·larger- th~n that for ' The foregoing example~ have demon- knowledge, a more expiicit statement. 

erver MR.'i; . Vi{• '~ .. ;}~i,,. 11 /strafod stepwise discontinuities in three would lead into speculation, perhaps 

.. The sizl: ijf the NQ~ass¢ tli(qugh a. 'different. sensory. continua-loudness, even into n~tiromythoiogy; ' 

minimum as th~ 'mii:nbe'f of siri~is \ivtis pitch, and- brightness. Not only hil; the. / .. f' . . . . . 

Varied from 1.4 to 22.4 per degree. NQ been found in two different sense ' ·' · · ' : Ii:, 

'(rhe variation in the size of the NQ can .modalities, vision and hearing, but in • Suinmary 

e seen in the data of observer MS, · the auditory modality the evidence has 

hown in Fig. 20. The abscissa scale is appeared equally clear-cut for the me

fonstant for all five poikilitic functions, . tathetic attr_ibute of pitch and for. th~ 

. nd the lines have intercepts in the ratio ! · prothetic attribute of loudness; Pitch is 

of 2 to 1, as required by the NQ theory. thought to depend on the loctis of stim-

'Jhe NQ is smallest for a target with . ulation lillong. the . basilar membrane, 

, bout 2.8 stripes per degree, and it · whereas loudness is thought to depend 

~eFOmes about seven -times larger for a · on the amount of excitation at whatever 

_t~rget with stripes as narrow as 22.4 locus is activated (24). Pitch is based on 

'._Per degree. . · · . · v · · · . a substitutive physiological mechanism; 

')As did Mueller,before,them, Sachs, · ioudness-on an additive mechanism. 

.Nachmias, .and Robson assumed 'that It now seems clear, therefore, that the 

,,heir_ poikilitic functions could be de- ,mechanism of the neural quantum must 

·' 

The quanta! organization of the nerv-

. ous system, which exhibits itself in the 

all-or-none aspect of the nerve impuise 
and in synaptic transmission, leads to 

the hypothesis that critical points may, 
·under certain conditions, manifest them

selves in sensory discrimination . .In par
ticular, a step function should· appear in 

the poikilitic function that relates the· 

percentage of. increments detected to 
the size of an increment that is added to 

a stimulus. The addition of the incre-
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merit needs to be nearly instantaneous 

in order to )llake the neural quantum, 

the NQ, maximally visible. 

When the increment is added to a 

steady background stimulus, the ob

server adopts a 2-quantum criterion. 

The NQ theory then predicts a recti

linear function whose location deter

mines the slope: the smallest increment 

that is always detected is two times the 

largest increment that is never detected. 

Thus, the slope is inversely proportional 

to the size of the NQ. 

Data fulfilling the NQ prediction 

have been obtained in a dozen different 

investigations over a span of four dec

ades. Poikilitic functions having the pre-

. dieted form have been obtained under 

a variety of procedures, often by experi

menters who did not subscribe to the 

. NQ theory. Some 140 NQ functions are 

presented, illustrating steplike functions 

for auditory loudness and pitch, and for 

three types . of visual . patterns. The 

gating mechanism that produces the NQ . 

function is probably central rather than 

peripheral. 
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The Tropic1Jl Rain Forest:.": · 

A Nonrenewable Resource.·· 
,,, 

A. Gomez-Pompa, C. Vazquez-Yanes; S. Guevara.''· 

,,. 

There is a popular opinio~ that the 

tropical rain forests because of their 

µuberant growth, their great number 

of species, and their wide distribution 

will never disappear from the face of 

the earth. 
On the other hand, it has often been 

stated that the tropical rain forests ( tall 

evergreen _forests in tropical warm and 

humid regions) around the world must 

be protected and conserved for the 

future generations ( 1). It has also been 

stated that it is most important that 

knowledge about the structure, diver

~ity, • and function of these ecosystems 

has priority in future biological research 

(2). Unfortunately, either these voices 

have . not been heard or their argu

ment~ have not been con\'.incing enough 

The authors are In the department of botany 

at the Institute of Biology, National U1Jiversity 

of Mexico, Mexico 20, D. F. 
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to promote action in this direcf ion. 

It is the purpose of this article to· 

provide a new argument that we think 

is of utmost importance: the incapacity 

of the rain fores·t throughout most of 

its extent to regenerate under present 

land-use practices. 

Even though the scientific evidence 

to prove this assertion is ir..complete, 

we think that it is important enough 

to state and that if we wait for a. gen

eration to provide abundant evidence, 

there probably will not be rain forests 

left to prove it. 

.Quring the last few million years of 

· their. evolution, the rain forests of the 

world have produced their own re

generation system through the process 

of secondary forest succession. This 

regeneration system evolved in the 

many clearings that occurred naturally 

as a result of river floods, storms, trees 


